
 

 

 

 

Union, SEPTA agree on federally mandated safety program   

After initially putting up a fuss about the need to establish a joint labor management safety 

program covering such matters as security, disease prevention and accident reduction measures, the 

Authority has agreed to work with the union on these issues as an equal partner.  The involvement 

of the union and the participation of top management, right up to the General Manager, could be the 

difference between this effort and other “joint” initiatives in the past.  

In the course of these discussions, the Local became aware of a management only committee 

structure set up to deal with safety and security.  This gave us the chance to look at agenda and 

meeting minutes. We found mixed results.  In some cases, managers were seriously trying to get to 

the cause of safety problems, instead of disciplining those who get caught up in the mess; in other 

cases we saw managers trying to “redefine” problems, to make the Authority look good. 

With union members involved in the process from now on, serious discussions will take place 

over the issues that matter.  Right now the top issue for the union is security while operating a bus or 

trolley, security while in the subway and security at all SEPTA locations. 

While spitting and other assaults rise, SEPTA looks the other way  

 After obtaining data collected by SEPTA’s system safety department, the Local has been able 

to determine the extent and type of assaults committed against bus and trolley operators.   

In 2013, there were 64 assaults against operators, including 18 spitting cases.  In the years 

2017-2021 there was an average of 48 spitting cases each year.  In the years, 2018 thru 2021, there 

were 984 assaults---183 spitting cases and 454 cases in which the operator was struck by a fist or an 

object.  Despite the growing number of assaults, few assailants have been arrested and even fewer 

prosecuted.   

The numbers show that SEPTA has, in effect, green-lighted assaults against operators, by 

allowing assaults to multiply---like mosquitos---without any consequences for the assailants.  This 

policy has got to change.  Thankfully, it appears that some top SEPTA managers agree.  We’ll soon 

see.    

Special prosecutor for transit crimes  

 A bill is working its way through the state legislature that would create a special prosecutor 

to investigate and institute criminal proceedings over crimes occurring within a “public transportation 

authority.”   

The special transit prosecutor would be appointed to a three year term by the Attorney General 

of Pennsylvania.  The special prosecutor would have all of the legal authority required to investigate 

and prosecute transit crime.  

If handled properly, a special prosecutor with a mandate to reduce transit crime could help 

establish a deterrent to those who think they can “get away with murder” in the SEPTA system.  The 

big question is whether this legislative action is for real or for scoring political points.  
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Off to prison they go, after six years of milking SEPTA dry  

 Over a roughly six year period, between 2013 and 2019, SEPTA’s maintenance director and 

other maintenance managers organized a scheme to swindle the taxpayers out of hundreds of 

thousands of dollars in cahoots with a few SEPTA vendors.  After a long run in which they managed 

to anoint a new ringleader upon the retirement of his predecessor, the scheme unraveled and heads 

began to roll.  As a result, a federal judge recently sentenced David Abell, who originated the scheme, 

to spend five years behind bars.  Rodney Martinez, who took over after Abell retired in 2015, got 

sentenced to two years and six months in prison.  There are still others to follow.  

 Here was the deal.  If the vendors would pay Abell bribes of $1,000 to $2000 a month, plus 

occasional other gifts, he would steer legitimate SEPTA business their way and allow them to charge 

the expense of paying off him off, plus kickbacks to themselves, to SEPTA credit cards issued to 

managers for emergency expenses!  Five other SEPTA managers were charged with financial crimes.  

Those criminally liable all lost their pensions.  The only mystery about the case is why it took so long 

to bring the conspirators down.  After all, SEPTA has an Office of Inspector General that is supposed 

to weed out fraud and corruption in the Authority’s managerial ranks.      

Plenty of chief for this and plenty of chiefs for that   

Talking about change that changes nothing, SEPTA recently announced a plan to reorganize 

the ranks of management.   

As reported in the “SEPTA NOW employee newsletter,” the reorganization focuses on a 

change in titles.  Instead of calling them “Assistant General Manager” for this, or Assistant General 

Manager for that, they will now be called “Chief” of this, or “Chief” of that.  For example, we now 

have the “Chief Human Resources Officer,” rather than the “Assistant General Manager, for Human 

Resources,” Stephanie Deiger.   

The former AGMs probably got a raise along with their new title, but no one mentioned that 

in the SEPTA/Now newsletter.    

Now, if SEPTA were truly committed promoting actual change in the management of its 

operations, it would have started by clearing the heads of some of these chiefs rather than simply 

changing their titles.  But what can you expect, this is SEPTA we’re talking about.           

Don’t let anyone mess with your right to transfer or promote 

We’re starting to see signs that Human Resource managers don’t have a clue about our 

members’ rights to transfer or promote into another bargaining unit position.   

Transfer and promotion rights are well established under our contract, which provides that 

certain steps be followed.  The first step is to take and pass the preliminary written test.  After that, 

you apply for the position.  

When an opening occurs, you are placed in the position based solely on seniority, after which 

you receive training and familiarization during a 60 day probationary period.  If you pass the required 

performance tests you get the job---full stop, that’s it.  Yet some managers are demanding that 

transferees take the performance tests prior to the training and familiarization period, in violation of 

our contract.  If this happens to you, call the Union Hall immediately. 

We Must and We Will 


